Fatigue Performance of Bearing Rollers Manufactured by Laser Powder Bed Fusion
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ABSTRACT

Metal additive manufacturing (AM) promises functional flexibility for the production of engineering components and great progress has been made with respect to part geometry and overall performance criteria. Fracture and fatigue behavior of metals are inherently dependent on the sample microstructure, an aspect of metal AM for which many challenges remain. Here, we report on progress with respect to the rolling contact fatigue (RCF) performance of metal AM bearing rollers. A set of rollers was created using laser powder bed fusion from 8620HC steel powder. The print parameters were first studied with respect to laser power, laser scan speed, laser spot size, and layer thickness. A set of tapered cylindrical rollers was then manufactured using build parameters that were selected based on material density, optical microscopy, ultrasound, and residual stress measurements. The rollers were then heat treated while still on the build plate to relieve any residual stresses. The rollers were removed from the build plate, machined to the typical product geometry, case hardened, carburized, and ground to a final surface finish. Finally, the rollers were integrated within railroad tapered roller bearings and tested in two ways. The accelerated life test subjected the rollers to high stress RCF that generated significant spalling on both types of rollers. The simulated service life test was designed with RCF at levels typical of in-
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service bearings. At the conclusion of this test equivalent of 250,000 miles, the performance of the AM rollers was judged to be in-line with rollers manufactured using traditional methods and visual inspections showed no surface damage to any rollers. The results of this study provide a clear foundation for additional AM roller designs that can exploit the unique capabilities of the AM process.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Railroad bearings subject to heavy freight loads must be designed and manufactured in order to perform well over the course of the bearing lifetime which often exceeds one million miles [1]. In particular, the quality of the steel used for bearing production must ensure that impurities are not present, especially in the regions of material subjected to the highest stresses. During service, bearings undergo rolling contact fatigue (RCF), and fail due to subsurface fatigue spalls that result from micro-cracks initiated by near-surface defects acting as stress concentrators [2-4]. The production of high-quality steels has greatly reduced the probability of RCF failure for components made using conventional manufacturing methods. However, new manufacturing approaches, based on metal additive manufacturing (AM), are not as well studied with respect to RCF [5-7] but have disrupted traditional manufacturing design concepts in aerospace, automotive, and biomedical applications [8]. Such a disruption could occur with regard to railroad component production if the resulting materials can meet RCF performance criteria and if the components can be created in a cost-efficient manner.
Metal AM promises increased freedom in the geometry and composition of a component, which facilitates high customization and low batch production [8-10]. Nonetheless, practical engineering applications for parts manufactured with metal AM are still limited mostly to non-structural components [10]. The uncertainty in mechanical properties due to the stochastic nature of metal AM processes continues to prevent their wide-spread adoption for manufacturing of load-bearing components [8]. While considerable work has been dedicated to study the static mechanical properties of various metal alloys processed via metal AM, their fatigue behavior is far less explored [11]. Additionally, mechanical characterization of metal AM parts is typically limited to a few select alloys and loading conditions [12].

The fatigue behavior of metal AM parts depends on three main factors, namely the static mechanical properties of the part, its surface finish, and its defect content. In general metal AM parts have higher strength than their conventionally manufactured counterparts, due to a more refined microstructure. However, they are also more likely to exhibit anisotropy and a high defect content (e.g. porosity, lack of fusion, micro-cracking) [12], the latter resulting in lower fatigue strength [13]. Previous work has studied the effect of defect content [11-18], surface finish [11-12, 14, 16, 19-22], orientation [13, 20, 23], and stress state [11, 14-15, 17, 24] on the fatigue behavior of metal AM samples. Several studies have found that, of all these factors, surface finish has the greatest impact on fatigue life, with significantly lower life with decreasing surface quality [12]. The effect of defect content depends on the type, geometry, and location of the defects within the sample. For instance, small spherical porosity distributed within the bulk of the sample has little effect on its fatigue life [25-26], while large irregular porosity or inclusions, such as those produced due to lack-of-fusion, significantly affect fatigue behavior, especially when located close to the surface [27-31]. Heat treatment for stress-relieving has also been observed to improve
Fatigue performance [26, 32], while the effect of orientation is dependent on the loading conditions [12-13, 21, 23].

Fatigue performance of metal AM samples has been primarily studied under uniaxial loading conditions [11, 15-19, 21, 23, 25-27, 29, 31, 33-35]. Additionally, authors have started to consider fatigue behavior under multiaxial loading such as torsional [20, 28, 36-38], bending [13-14, 22, 24, 30], and rolling contact fatigue testing [5-7]. Of these loading conditions, RCF is by far the least explored. Hassila et al. [5], found different failure modes in AM and conventionally manufactured Inconel 625 cylindrical samples subject to RCF loading. Liu et al. [6] found that ultrasonic surface rolling of AM Ti6Al4V cylindrical samples considerably improved their RCF performance. Finally, Yang et al. [7] found that laser-cladded rail steel samples performed better than their uncoated counterparts during rolling tests with ball elements under dry conditions. They related their experimental findings to finite element simulations wheel-rail RCF. However, understanding of RCF for metal AM components is still limited, and there has been no extensive lifetime RCF testing of fully built mechanical components with metal AM parts.

The objective of this work was to test the performance of additively manufactured metal parts, specifically tapered bearing rollers, subjected to RCF. For this purpose, first a thorough parameter selection process was implemented to optimize process parameters for the application. Then, 50 rollers, hereon denoted as the AM rollers, were additively manufactured from 8620 steel using these process parameters. The AM rollers were postprocessed along with conventionally manufactured (CM) rollers that were used for comparison. Finally, the AM and CM rollers were subjected to two RCF experimental tests and their conditions compared. This work provides clear guidance to application-oriented process parameter development for AM, while the results
presented here are foundational for novel AM roller designs as well as the understanding of RCF in AM components.

**PROCESS PARAMETER SELECTION**

The selection of process parameters for metal AM is non-trivial as it is both material and geometry dependent [39-41]. In particular, defining AM process parameters for alloys that are atypical to metal AM processes poses an important challenge. While multiple authors have proposed methodologies for metal AM process parameter development [39, 42-45], most of these methods define the parameter space for three-dimensional parts based on one and two-dimensional features. To compensate for this drawback, customary process parameter development practices [39, 43-44] were modified such that the selected parameters were application-oriented. More specifically, the desired component properties were defined first, such that they guided the measurement parameters and importance. Once measurements were completed, the results were quantified in a decision matrix which was then used to finalize the process parameter selection.

The end goal for the components of interest here was to withstand RCF during simulated service life testing. RCF performance of components is affected by microstructural defects, hard inclusions, and porosity which may initiate subsurface micro-cracks. Once initiated, these cracks often propagate towards the surface and create surface cavities (i.e., spalls) which continue to grow until catastrophic failure of the component [46-48]. Thus, the first preferred characteristics defined are uniform microstructure and high part densification. Additionally, the close proximity of the rollers within the AM build volume required low tensile residual stress to avoid print failure which defines another preferred characteristic. Reduction of tensile residual stresses is also relevant to avoid stress induced crack propagation [49].
With the preferred part characteristics defined, the process parameter measurements were established as shown in Fig. 1(a). The raw material powder was assessed to ensure its safe utilization within the LPBF system. Then, a typical melt pool evaluation [39, 43-44] was conducted to test a total of 18 process parameter combinations and create a linear process map that allowed the reduction of the parameter search space to 6 parameter sets. Based on those results, four types of volumetric testing were conducted; namely, short-track evaluation to probe melt pool uniformity, density measurements to find the porosity content, ultrasound measurements to evaluate the microstructure uniformity, and deflection measurements from NIST bridge structures to evaluate residual stresses [50]. The results from this second evaluation stage were used to create a decision matrix and define the manufacturing parameters for the AM rollers. Images of the LPBF process, and relevant build plates and samples for the linear and volumetric parameter tests are shown in Fig 1(b)-(d).
Figure 1. (a) Process parameter selection framework. (b) Image captured during the laser powder bed fusion process. (c) Melt pool evaluation build plate. (d) Development build plate.
Powder Feedstock Assessment

A high-carbon steel powder (8620; Sandvik Osprey, Sweden) was selected as the raw material for the AM rollers given its availability in the desired nominal particle size distribution, hardenability, and composition similarity to other bearing steel alloys. Before powder feedstock was loaded into the LPBF system, it was necessary to ensure that it met the system morphology and size distribution requirements. For this purpose, images of the powder were acquired using a Helios NanoLab 660 scanning electron microscope (SEM) and post-processed using open source image processing software [51]. An example SEM image is shown in Fig. 2(a), where it can be observed the particles are mostly spherical. The presence of satellite particles and some rough particle surfaces is noted; however, the powder morphology was deemed satisfactory for the LPBF system (Lumex Avance-25). The SEM images were thresholded to isolate individual powder particles, and the particle diameters were quantified assuming a spherical morphology. A total of 2417 particles from 10 images were quantified and the resulting histogram is shown in Fig. 2(b). As noted in the histogram, the mean particle size was 47.0 ± 16.9 µm (D10, D50, D90 of 27.5, 46.6, and 67.0 µm respectively). Thus, the powder was determined to be acceptable for AM processing.

Figure 2. (a) SEM image (scale bar = 100 µm), (b) powder diameter distribution
Melt Pool Evaluation

A total of 18 parameter sets were defined for initial melt pool evaluation by varying the layer thickness, \( t \), and the laser power, \( P \), while maintaining a laser scanning speed, \( s \), of 700 mm/s and spot size, \( a \), of 200 \( \mu \)m. To study the melt pool, layer thicknesses of 0, 50, and 100 \( \mu \)m were used, where the sets with 0 \( \mu \)m layer thickness served as a baseline for comparison. Similarly, laser powers of 160, 180, 250, 320, 390, and 460 W were used. Note that by changing the laser power the linear energy density input \( E_L = P/s \) [52] also changed.

A single line track was printed for each of the 18 parameter combinations as pictured in Fig. 1(c), the tracks were visually inspected for continuity, and the build plate was cut in the direction perpendicular to the tracks at approximately one third of the track length such that the melt pools were exposed. Then the cross-section of the melt pools was prepared for metallography, and the optical images of the melt pools were captured using a Keyence laser scanning confocal microscope (LSCM). The melt pool images were used to quantify the average melt pool width and depth corresponding to each parameter combination as defined in Fig. 3(a). A desirable melt pool width-to-depth ratio is \( W/D > 1.5 \) [43], lower ratios are associated with keyhole-type melt pools and instabilities. Additionally, it is important that the melt pool depth is greater than the desired layer thickness to avoid lack of fusion interlayer defects. A parameter map along with the obtained \( W/D \) ratios is given in Fig. 3(b), along with example images of unacceptable and acceptable melt pools indicated with red and green arrows respectively. Based on the results of this evaluation, 6 parameter sets were considered for volumetric measurements, namely layer thickness of 50, and 100 \( \mu \)m and laser power of 250, 320, and 390 W.
Short Track Evaluation

A series of short tracks were manufactured to study inter and intra layer bonding and geometry uniformity. The short tracks were 5 single tracks wide, 4 layers high and 30 mm long. For each parameter combination, two tracks were built as seen in the bottom of the build plate on Fig. 1(d), for a total of 12 tracks. The tracks were then cut approximately in half in the direction perpendicular to their length to expose their cross-section. The cross-section was then prepared metallographically and imaged with LSCM. The images obtained were visually inspected and no inter- or intra-layer cracking was observed. Furthermore, varying measures were quantified including the horizontal and vertical distances between melt pool valleys. In all cases the horizontal distances were greater than the hatch spacing which ensures full densification. Then the ratio of the vertical distances to the nominal layer height was defined as the measured depth/layer height ratio. As this ratio increases, the possibility of interlayer porosity decreases. A map of the process
parameters and resulting depth/layer height latter ratio is shown in Fig. 4 with representative images of acceptable and unacceptable track cross-sections in green and red arrows respectively.

![Graph showing short track evaluation parameters and corresponding depth to layer height ratio results. Example images of acceptable and unacceptable short tracks are shown with green and red arrows respectively.](image)

**Figure 4.** Short track evaluation parameters and corresponding depth to layer height ratio results. Example images of acceptable and unacceptable short tracks are shown with green and red arrows respectively.

**Density**

The next set of assessments were based on 10 x 10 x 10 mm³ cubes that were manufactured for volumetric uniformity. Two cubes were made for each of the process parameters sets for a total of 12 cubes as listed in Table 1. Because the porosity in the samples was low and there were no exposed pores, the Archimedes method was used to quantify each sample density [53] with respect to the nominal 8620 steel density of 7.85 g/cm³. To measure the density of a sample with this approach, the mass of the sample in air \( m_a \) and in water \( m_f \) were measured, then the sample density \( \rho_s \) was obtained using
\[ \rho_s = \frac{m_a}{m_a - m_f} (\rho_f - \rho_a) + \rho_a, \]

where \( \rho_f = 0.9982 \text{ g/cm}^3 \) is the density of water and \( \rho_a = 0.0012 \text{ g/cm}^3 \) is the density of air. The measurements were obtained with a precision balance equipped with an Archimedes setup (Mettler Toledo AT201). The results show that the density of most cubes was > 99.5%, although one pair (samples 7 and 8) had significantly lower density.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Power (W)</th>
<th>Layer Height (µm)</th>
<th>Density (g/cm(^3))</th>
<th>Density %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7.824</td>
<td>99.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7.834</td>
<td>99.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7.824</td>
<td>99.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7.83</td>
<td>99.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7.807</td>
<td>99.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7.813</td>
<td>99.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.326</td>
<td>93.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.339</td>
<td>93.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.748</td>
<td>98.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.732</td>
<td>98.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.783</td>
<td>99.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.776</td>
<td>99.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ultrasonic Assessment of Microstructure**

The 12 cubes were also scanned using normal incidence ultrasound with spherically focused transducers (Olympus) at 7.5, 10, and 15 MHz and in a pulse-echo immersion setup [54]. Given the low porosity, any large differences in scattering amplitude were mainly attributed to microstructure heterogeneity [55]. An example scan showing the spatial distribution of scattering amplitude with respect to the sample geometry is provided in Fig. 5(a). To quantify the scattering from each sample, the spatial variance of the measured amplitude was averaged over a time window equivalent to the nominal transducer pulse width for each frequency and normalized by the maximum possible voltage for each measurement [54]. This quantity is equivalent to the energy
scattered back to the transducer from the sample microstructure near the depth of the transducer focus (~5 mm). A larger amount of backscattered energy is indicative of higher heterogeneity within the microstructure. The resulting backscattered energy at each measured frequency is shown for each sample in Fig. 5(b).

Figure 5. (a) Example 10 MHz amplitude C-scan, (b) Normalized backscattered ultrasonic energy for all samples.
Deflection and Residual Stress

The NIST bridge geometry for benchmark testing described in [50] was used to evaluate the residual stress associated with each process parameter combination. A bridge was made for each of the process parameter combinations for a total of six bridges. While the bridges were still on the build plate, a wire EDM cut was made across the bottom of each bridge as close to the build plate as possible stopping right before the thickest portion of the bridge as shown in red in Fig. 6(a). Then a point cloud three-dimensional scanner was used to collect measurements of the vertical height along the length of each bridge $z_f$ with respect to the build plate height $z_o$. The total deflection was then calculated as $\delta = z_f - z_o$. Thus, a qualitative residual stress evaluation was obtained based on the measured bridge deflection as seen in Fig. 6(b), where positive deflection was indicative of tensile residual stresses.
Final Parameter Selection

Finally, the results obtained from each of the volumetric measurements were evaluated for each process parameter in a decision matrix as shown in Table 2. For each measurement, the parameters were ranked 1 through 6, with 6 being the most desirable. Additionally, the density and residual stress measurements had double the weight because they had been originally defined as the most important characteristics based on the application. The totals from the decision matrix resulted in a laser power of 320 W with a layer height of 50 µm.

Table 2. Decision matrix for final parameter selection.

Figure 6. NIST bridge deflection measurements. (a) Image of a bridge showing deflection after cut due to residual stress. (b) Deflection measurement results for all samples, where higher deflection indicates higher tensile residual stresses.
MANUFACTURING AND POST-PROCESSING

Based on the build parameters defined above (320 W laser power; 50 µm layer thickness), fifty rollers were manufactured with LPBF in order to have 46 for a Class K double-row tapered roller bearing (152.4 mm x 228.6 mm), with extra rollers in case of localized print failure. Other parameters included a hatch spacing of 120 µm, scan direction of 45°, randomized scanning order, and cell size of 5 mm x 5 mm. The rollers were slightly oversized with a height of 50.18 mm and with a linear taper from a major diameter of 22.69 mm to a minor diameter of 21.01 mm. An additional 3 mm were included at the bottom of each roller to account for removal from the build plate. In addition, two rectangular bars for tensile testing were included in the build. The bars were oriented in two orthogonal directions to uncover any potential directional dependence. The planned print layout and a photograph of the final build are shown in Fig. 7. It should be noted that one of the rectangular bars and a few nearby rollers cracked early in the build (~9 mm from the top of the build plate; no further cracking was observed). The affected rollers were not used in subsequent tests. After manufacturing, the entire build plate with all components was heated in a furnace to 205 °C and held at that temperature for 1 hour to relieve residual stresses. Afterwards, the rollers and components for tensile bars were removed from the build plate. The rollers were machined and carburized to the design specifications to match the CM rollers that were made from 8720M bearing quality steel. Each rectangular bar was machined into two tensile bars for mechanical
testing. As shown in Table 3, the properties of the material were sufficient for the purpose here. In addition, Rockwell hardness (HRC) and effective case depth (ECD) were assessed for each group of rollers. As shown in Table 4 the properties of each set of rollers are comparable.

**Figure 7.** (a) Top view of the design layout for the additive manufacturing of the rollers and tensile bars. (b) Photograph of the final parts on the build plate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample ID</th>
<th>Original area (cm²)</th>
<th>Reduction of area (%)</th>
<th>Yield Strength (GPa)</th>
<th>Tensile Strength (GPa)</th>
<th>Elongation using 50.8 mm gage length (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X, top</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X, bottom</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y, top</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y, bottom</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>12.0*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on a 25.4 mm gage length
Table 4. Rockwell hardness (HRC) and effective case depth (average and standard deviation) for the AM and CM rollers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roller type</th>
<th>Core hardness (HRC)</th>
<th>Surface hardness (HRC)</th>
<th>Effective case depth (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>AVG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>59.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>60.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FATIGUE LIFE TESTING

Two different tests were performed to compare the AM rollers to CM rollers. Both tests used rollers within a Class K bearing. The first, was an accelerated life test, in which 12 AM rollers were assembled into two inner ring assemblies (6 rollers each) along with 34 CM rollers (17 rollers each) to complete the inner ring/roller assemblies. These assemblies were installed into a bearing outer ring and placed in the test rig. The test began with the rig set to 300 rpm and an axial load of 3.93 kN. During the test, load and speed were increased. The bearing failed after approximately 28 days. The event log for this test is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Accelerated life test event log. The speed of the test and the axial load are both shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Action/Observation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Test start: 300 rpm; 3.93 kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Load increased to 15.7 kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Speed increased to 500 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Load increased to 23.6 kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Load increased to 31.4 kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Load increased to 39.3 kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Load increased to 47.2 kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Load increased to 62.9 kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Temperature increased too much; load reduced to 55.0 kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Rig automatically stopped; bearing failure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The inner ring/roller assemblies were removed from the bearing and all components were visually inspected. The inboard (IB) cage was disintegrated with no cage bars remaining. Fig. 8(a) shows the IB inner ring/roller assembly inside of the bearing, and Fig. 8(b) shows the same assembly after removal from the bearing. The IB inner ring showed evidence of spalling toward the small end of the raceway as shown in Fig. 9. The outboard (OB) inner ring showed no sign of defects other than fragment indentations. The IB outer ring raceway possessed fragment indentations, heat and smearing. The OB outer ring raceway, like the inner ring, showed no sign of defects other than small amounts of fragment indentations. Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) compare the IB and OB outer ring raceways, respectively. The IB rollers, both AM and CM, all had evidence of spalling toward the small end of the raceways, as shown in Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b). All IB rollers showed a similar degree of damage.

Figure 8. Results from the accelerated life test: (a) IB inner ring assembly, (b) IB inner ring assembly removed from the bearing
Figure 9. Results from the accelerated life test: IB and OB inner ring raceways.

Figure 10. Results from the accelerated life test: (a) IB outer ring raceway, (b) OB outer ring raceway
SIMULATED SERVICE LIFE TESTING

For the second fatigue test, rollers were assembled into Association of American Railroads (AAR) Class K bearings for fatigue testing. Twenty-three (23) AM rollers were assembled into the inboard (IB) cone assembly of bearing 7342 and twenty-three (23) CM rollers were assembled into the outboard (OB) cone assembly of bearing 6867. These two positions were chosen because they experience the same load conditions on the test rig. See Fig. 12 for the test layout. The bearings were subjected to a load of 110% of AAR loading (168.4 kN) and run for 252,940 simulated miles.

Figure 11. Results from the accelerated life test: (a) IB rollers, (b) OB rollers
At the conclusion of the test, the bearings were dismounted from the axle, disassembled, and the cages removed from the test inner ring assemblies. Visual inspection showed no detrimental conditions on any test components as shown in Fig. 13-15. Based on this visual inspection, the AM rollers performed as well as the CM rollers.

Figure 12. Schematic of the simulated service life test rig with all bearing positions indicated. The AM rollers were in the inner ring beneath the load cylinder.
Figure 13. Photographs of the outer ring raceways at the conclusion of the simulated service life test: (a) bearing 6876 OB outer ring raceway (CM rollers), (b) bearing 7342 IB outer ring raceway (AM rollers).

Figure 14. Photographs of the inner ring raceways at the conclusion of the simulated service life test: (a) bearing 6876 OB inner ring (CM rollers), (b) bearing 7342 IB inner ring raceway (AM rollers).
DISCUSSION

In this article, railroad bearing rollers were created using metal additive manufacturing (AM) and the rollers were integrated within tapered roller bearings in order to evaluate their performance with respect to rolling contact fatigue (RCF). The AM rollers were studied using conventionally manufactured (CM) rollers as the metric for comparison. The AM process parameter development highlighted the variations that can occur for critical material conditions based on the AM inputs. Parameters such as the laser power, layer thickness, and laser scan speed affected the component porosity, microstructure, and residual stresses all of which influence RCF. The range of parameters examined led to an adequate choice for component manufacturing, but it may not have been the optimal choice.

Despite these challenges, the AM roller performance was comparable to that of the CM rollers for both an accelerated life test and a simulated service life test. Although the results at this stage may be considered to be qualitative, they are certainly encouraging. The severity of the accelerated life

Figure 15. Photographs of the rollers at the conclusion of the simulated service life test: (a) CM rollers, (b) AM rollers.
test resulted in large spalls on all rollers, but the condition of the AM rollers was similar to that of the CM rollers. In addition, no damage was visible on the AM rollers (nor the CM rollers) after more than 250,000 miles of simulated service life. A much longer test (e.g., one-million miles) may be needed to capture any differences between these manufacturing approaches. However, it is clear that new component designs can be pursued to take advantage of the full impact that AM has to offer.

CONCLUSIONS

Metal AM is making major impacts within the aerospace and biomedical industries because of the new design opportunities that can be exploited with this exciting approach. Currently, the cost of AM is still not at a point of viability for the railroad industry, but efficiencies with metal AM will continue to improve such that it may soon prove to be of value for certain situations for railroads and OEMs.

There is also a large amount of future work needed to understand more fully the material state of the AM rollers. The porosity, especially with respect to the pore size distribution, the pore spatial organization, and the pore shapes should be quantified and the presence of impurities evaluated. The microstructure and hardness profile near the surface will also provide insights into their performance which was surprisingly good.
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